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IDENTIFY A WORTHY BUT DEFEAT-ABLE OPPONENT
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Playing a game is a costly endeavor.  It takes time, energy, and
resources.  If the opponent is easily beaten, people disengage.  They
also disengage if the opponent is unbeatable.

CREATE CLEAR RULES TO PLAY BY

 

If the rules of the game are not appropriate for the undertaking,
clearly defined, and consistently applied, players will lose interest or,
worse, become highly cynical.

CLARIFY THE CONSEQUENCES - WINNING OR LOSING

MATTERS

 

People care about a game when the outcome matters.  If no
consequences for winning or losing exist, players simply won’t care
about the game.

CHALLENGE THE PLAYERS

 

The best games challenge players to put themselves to the test –
unleashing their best knowledge, skills, talents and abilities to win the
game.

STRIVE FOR A FAST PACE

 

To keep players engaged, the scoreboard needs to change
often.  When a game moves too slowly, players may become
disinterested or move to another game.  As a result, the original
game is abandoned.

KEEP PLAYING TO BECOME A BETTER PLAYER

 

The act of playing the game sharpens a player’s ability to play future
games and develops essential decision-making, problem-solving and
leadership skills.

REWARD SUCCESSFUL PLAY

 

As the game unfolds, players must be recognized for great play – in
much the same way athletes get cheers and video gamers get
points.  Small, timely rewards encourage people to play longer and
harder.

ENSURE THE PLAYERS INTERACT WITH EACH OTHER

– THE PLAY OF OTHERS IMPACTS WHAT YOU DO

 

The best games involve team member interaction.  One player’s
move may support, enhance or complement another team member’s
actions or may cause a change his or her plan, strategy, or play.

REFLECT AND CELEBRATE

 

Since playing and winning matters, players take tremendous pride
from their efforts and results. Celebration brings one winning season
to a close and prepares the players for the next.

MAKE IT A GAME OF CHOICE

 

Games of chance can be fun for a while, but less rewarding than
games of choice in the long-term.
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Within each of us there seems to be a ‘game on’ switch that is hardwired in our
DNA.  For some of us the switch is more easily flipped than for others. When activated
in the workplace, this switch can dramatically increase employee engagement. To
throw the switch and drive engagement, leaders must make work a Winnable
Game.  This may sound simple, but it is rare because few organizations have
mastered the art of making work a truly winnable game.   To enable you to throw the
switch, consider the following 10 ways to make work more of winnable game.


